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Why Give to an International Charity?

By Project Hope

Can I Trust That My Donation Will Be Used Wisely? You have a food bank in your neighborhood that helps people in your hometown. Wouldn ’ t it be better to give to them instead of a

charity that works in countries halfway around the world? That ’ s a
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Two sides of Pessac-Leognan presented at Betony

November 10, 2015
12:37 PM MST

Pessac-Leognan is an appellation in the Graves wine region in Bordeaux, France. It is located on the left bank of the Garonne River and it is well

regarded for both its white and red wines.

At a special media event organized by Brinda Bourhis of Winevox at Betony restaurant on November 9, two wineries from the region presented four

wines to highlight different styles of winemaking. Chateau Brown is a historic property, one of the oldest vineyard sites in Bordeaux. Chateau

Couhins is newer venture owned by the French National Institute of Agricultural Research, and it has a focus on research and experimentation.

Representatives from Chateau Couhins and Chateau Brown presented a white and red wine blind to the media, providing clues along the way to

guide the tasting. Bordeaux wines are always fun to taste blind, because they are almost always a blend of grapes and not as easy to identify as

single variety wines.

The white wines were most pronounced in their differences. Agathe de Langhe from Chateau Brown explained their approach to this wine:

dominated by Sauvignon Blanc, it has some Semillon (the two classic grapes of white Bordeaux) and gets more richness from lees stirring and

additional complexity from oak aging. The white poured by Romain Baillou of Chateau Couhins had vivid gooseberry aromas which belied their 100%

Sauvignon Blanc approach to Bordeaux Blanc as well as their practice to eschew oak aging. Nearly all the media correctly identified these wines.

The reds presented a far tougher challenge for the blind tasters. Chateau Brown’s red was comprised of 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Merlot and

5% Petit Verdot. Chateau Couhins took a different approach to their red blend: Merlot dominates (50%), followed by 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5%

Cabernet Franc, and 5% Petit Verdot. Later the media learned that the vintages were from some terrific years, 2010 and 2009, which produced ripe

lush fruit reflected in the full-bodied, fruit-forward wines.

Although most of the media incorrectly guessed the reds, everyone was impressed with all the wines’ elegant structure and lush flavors. In the end, Winevox had entertained and educated

at a fun event that showcased two estates’ affordable and high quality offerings.

Diane Letulle
Manhattan Wine Examiner
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